Shermanetter McCluster (to Everyone): 10:01 AM: Hello Everyone!
PBI Team (to Everyone): 10:01 AM: Good morning!
Tammi Clarke (to Everyone): 10:02 AM: Good morning everyone!
Paul Bloodworth (to Everyone): 10:02 AM: Good morning!
Dee Roesel (to Everyone): 10:03 AM: Good Morning ALL!
Robbie Vincent (to Everyone): 10:03 AM: Good Morning Friends!
Dixie Dozier (to Everyone): 10:03 AM: Morning
Shermanetter McCluster (to Everyone): 10:03 AM: Hello Everyone!
Shermanetter McCluster to Everyone!
Ginger MacNab (to Everyone): 10:03 AM: Good morning everyone!
Ben Moore (to Everyone): 10:03 AM: Good Morning PBIS Leaders!
Beth Gaff (to Everyone): 10:03 AM: Good morning everyone!!
Deborah Keane (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: I feel good
Lauren Flanagan (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Hopeful
Shermanetter McCluster (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Happy!
Crystal Cooke (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Happy
Jason W. Byars (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: EXCITED
MiMi Gudenrath (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Feeling great today....
Cathy McGee (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Happy!
PBI Team (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Happy!
Robbie Vincent (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Good
Sandi (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Happy
Jeannie Morris (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Happy!
Tara Davis (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Happy
Deidre Ford (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Happy
Sam Sabaka (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Happy : )
Beth Gaff (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: I feel good
Scott (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Good
Jenna Dunaway (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: supported!
Katrina Kingsley (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Happy!
Heather Hightower (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Happy :)
Tim Mears (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Good!
Garry McGiboney (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Great!
Deirdre Brown (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Happy
Kerrie Miller (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Happy!
Whitney Braddock (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: hopeful
KMack (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Great!
Dr. Cassandra Holifield (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Blessed
Rosalie Carraway (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Close to perfect...Happy
Amy Henley (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Happy!!
Timi Hunt (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Hopeful!
Tessa Barbazon (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Great! :)
Tracey Griffin (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Lovely
Kenya Gilmore (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Good and supported
Sharlene Patterson (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Happy!
Anthony C (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: I feel good. nana nana nana na
Todd McGhee (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Good!
Susan Miller (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Happy
Ashley Beaver (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Sleepy but motivated to learn with ya'll this morning!! ;)
Paul Bloodworth (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Happy!
Wenda Peltz (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Happy
Lewis, Kimberly (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: confident
Ginger MacNab (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Happy!
Cynthia Levatte (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Good morning Everyone! Happy!
Veronica Bundrage (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Im feeling great!
Ben Moore (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Hopeful
Ashley Beaver (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Exhausted but Happy!
Paula Freer (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: awake and ready!
Jacqie Neal (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Happy
Tammi Clarke (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Great! Good Morning!
Tina McGhee (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Happy
teacher (to Everyone): 10:04 AM: Happy
Linda Hires (to Everyone): 10:05 AM: Happy
Tara Shelton (to Everyone): 10:05 AM: Curious
Creacy Sermons (to Everyone): 10:05 AM: Hopeful
Angie Ingram (to Everyone): 10:05 AM: Exstatic!! It's hUMp day!!
Lewis, Kimberly (to Everyone): 10:05 AM: Hey Tara !!
Jaime Espinosa (to Everyone): 10:05 AM: Ready
Michelle Bolling (to Everyone): 10:15 AM: what impact do you think moving PBIS under teaching and learning will have, if any.

Lynn Skinner (to Everyone): 10:17 AM: Schools are asking for suggestions for acknowledgments for virtual students and for celebrations for these students. I would love to hear ideas from this group.

Scott (to Everyone): 10:17 AM: My question is to specific implementation. Due to Covid protocols, we are having trouble finding meeting times as a team due to additional Covid responsibilities. Are the same meeting requirements still in place for this yer?

Scott (to Everyone): 10:17 AM: year

Kenya Gilmore (to Everyone): 10:17 AM: Now that GaDOE has a MTSS state team and pilot districts, will you be integrating? Are they under curriculum and instruction?

Michelle Bolling (to Everyone): 10:17 AM: Maybe it will help us make those connections more clearly access to more data.

Deidre Ford (to Everyone): 10:18 AM: How can we support teachers and admin during this time? Teachers are stressed and dealing with traditional settings that are very different and virtual is frustrating.

Anthony C (to Everyone): 10:19 AM: How can we best support our schools with the news of us having to give the GMAS at the end of the year. Surely there will be some anxiety due to the pandemic.

Tracey Griffin (to Everyone): 10:19 AM: I am a new PBIS district coordinator. I have pulled down the checklist for DC's and am just hoping someone will tell me that it is perfectly OK to feel overwhelmed at this point.
**Tabathia Baldy - Colquitt County, GA (to Everyone):** 10:19 AM: Tracey it is completely ok!!!

**Aubrey Rossignol (to Everyone):** 10:20 AM: I was hoping to see that it would provide a solid foundation for driving MTSS and creating one format for looking at the "WHOLE" child and meeting ALL needs of the child.

**Michelle Bolling (to Everyone):** 10:20 AM: Virtual awards (picture of a trophy- gold award) and recognitions/posting names

**Lauren Flanagan (to Everyone):** 10:20 AM: We have gotten donations of gift cards for students ($5.00 cards for McDonald's, Walmart, and Dollar General).

**Tara Shelton (to Everyone):** 10:20 AM: I think the move will help all stakeholders understand that the PBIS framework is in place to ensure that students are in a safe and secure LEARNING environment. The shift from behavior to teaching and learning is going to be a needed paradigm shift.

**Michelle Bolling (to Everyone):** 10:21 AM: You've won the secret reward website of teh week - and link a cool free website, game, or escape room link.

**Ashley Beaver (to Everyone):** 10:21 AM: Lynn Skinner: We are still using PBIS Rewards and students can earn points for work completion, participation in virtual discussions, social skills projects and evidence of enforcing positive behaviors at home. Teachers also continue to receive points for showing positive and encouraging support for students, families, etc.

**Michelle Bolling (to Everyone):** 10:21 AM: e-gift cards or itunes cards

**Crystal Cooke (Private):** 10:21 AM: Jason, I am concerned as to how to conduct walkthroughs this fall.

**Tammi Clarke (to Everyone):** 10:21 AM: Hi Lynn! The power is in the specific behavior feedback and that can be done online just as it is in person. For example, "thank you Tammi for being responsible by logging on 5 minutes early today. Way to go!"
PBIS Team (to Everyone): 10:21 AM: Lynn, The teachers for my children do a great job of...1. Using student names and giving specific positive praise. Hard to do the nonverbal virtually so they have done a super job of using verbal IMO

Amy Henley (to Everyone): 10:22 AM: Virtual Bucks - Setting class goals and a celebration choice board.

Kelly McNabb (to Everyone): 10:22 AM: Many of our schools are using PBIS Rewards. Some of the virtual rewards include recorded recognition videos sent to families and lunch with the teacher.


Tara Shelton (to Everyone): 10:22 AM: Drive-by parades; school Zoom dance parties; pizza delivery to students.

Michelle Bolling (to Everyone): 10:22 AM: access to school stem activity on line

Sandra DeMuth (to Everyone): 10:22 AM: Lynn, teachers should be intentional about the 4:1 acknowledgement for all students and focus on making sure all students in the classroom receive positive feedback, whether face to face or virtual. As teachers begin class with schoolwide expectations, the focus should be on acknowledging those expectations. I think this is probably more important that trying to plan a celebration.

Amy Henley (to Everyone): 10:23 AM: virtual bucks - overview

Amy Henley (to Everyone): 10:23 AM: https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1OjUNCC684P_WUliDAAQQYLL2JPTdpOujs1dsSOU9NL/edit?usp=sharing

Michelle Bolling (to Everyone): 10:23 AM: special invitation to a zoom "game" online

Sam Sabaka (to Everyone): 10:23 AM: Kenya Gilmore - In Paulding we are working to integrate our PBIS Teams with our MTSS and other SEL teams (Sources of Strength, Olweus), etc.

PBIS Team (to Everyone): 10:24 AM: Deidra, I recommend schools determining priorities and clearly communicating to staff. They should
not be expected to do more than possible during these times and focus on what is most important right now.

**PBIS Team (to Everyone):** 10:25 AM: Yes Tracey - Just do 1 thing at a time that helps with making an improvement for schools!

**Paula Freer (to Everyone):** 10:26 AM: Awesome pwrpt Amy- ThXs

**PBIS Team (to Everyone):** 10:26 AM: Great point Tara Shelton!

**PBIS Team (to Everyone):** 10:27 AM: That is awesome Kelly McNabb!

**Deirdre Brown (to Everyone):** 10:27 AM: For those who are all virtual, what did you do for a PBIS school-wide kickoff?

**Tammi Clarke (to Everyone):** 10:27 AM: Deirdre, we have a module that is fairly quick and easy to complete on Staff Wellness. Check out www.community.gadoe.org and click on the courses icon on the left. Great strategies for staff wellness and the same strategies can be used with students!

**Claudia Parker (to Everyone):** 10:28 AM: We're here for you, Tracey!

**Lynn Skinner (to Everyone):** 10:29 AM: Thanks to everyone for all these great ideas. I knew I could count on you!

**Dee Roesel (to Everyone):** 10:29 AM: Don’t forget the power of receiving mail (positive note) at home praising a child’s specific behavior and the parent gets to see it as well!

**PBIS Team (to Everyone):** 10:30 AM: Awesome Amy Henley! Love the class working together!

**Michelle Bolling (to Everyone):** 10:30 AM: Other rewards- lunch with teacher (zoom), online drawing class, zoom kareoke, phone call with teacher, time to share a cool app with class or a cool toy with your friends, etc.

**Creacy Sermons (to Everyone):** 10:30 AM: Tracey, we are here to help out. Please call us anytime--even at 11:00pm. smile

**Crystal Cooke (Private):** 10:32 AM: Thank you!!!

**PBIS Team (to Everyone):** 10:33 AM: Awesome Dee!!!

**Stacey Shapiro (to Everyone):** 10:33 AM: Bring your pet to zoom day!

**Anthony C (to Everyone):** 10:34 AM: Has the window for the SAS been
sent out?

PBIS Team (to Everyone): 10:34 AM: Thanks for the great ideas Michelle and Stacey!

Crystal Cooke (to Everyone): 10:34 AM: LOVE all these acknowledgement ideas!! Thank you, Everyone!

Tammi Clarke (to Everyone): 10:35 AM: Let students earn the privilege to choose (a screened) playlist for log in and break time during online learning. They can earn the privilege to lead brain break activities, etc.

PBIS Team (to Everyone): 10:35 AM: Anthony - SAS can be completed at anytime. Recommended first semester but depends on schools in person or virtual and what works best for them.

Anthony C (to Everyone): 10:35 AM: Thanks


PBIS Team (to Everyone): 10:37 AM: Thanks for sharing Tara Davis!

Tara Shelton (to Everyone): 10:37 AM: Thanks you Tara!

Tara Davis (to Everyone): 10:40 AM: Thanks

Beth Gaff (to Everyone): 10:40 AM: Thanks to all of you for sharing ideas.

Dee Roesel (to Everyone): 10:41 AM: Thank you for this meeting and the time for sharing!

Michelle Bolling (to Everyone): 10:41 AM: Thank you Jason for being so accessible!

Deirdre Brown (to Everyone): 10:41 AM: Very informative, thank you for hosting.

Amy Henley (to Everyone): 10:41 AM: @Tara Davis - Thanks for sharing
the link.

**Lynn Skinner (to Everyone):** 10:41 AM: Thank you for hosting this session, and thanks to all participants!

**Creacy Sermons (to Everyone):** 10:41 AM: Great ideas. Thanks.

**Aubrey Rossignol (to Everyone):** 10:41 AM: Tracey, I am the DC at Coffee County Schools in Douglas, GA. I am more than willing to offer support. My email is aubrey.rossignol@coffee.k12.ga.us

**Lara Sims (to Everyone):** 10:41 AM: Thanks everyone!!!

**Susan Miller (to Everyone):** 10:41 AM: Thanks and make it a great day!

**Veronica Bundrage (to Everyone):** 10:41 AM: Thanks for the links

**Linda Hires (to Everyone):** 10:41 AM: Thanks for this time to chat!

**Aubrey Rossignol (to Everyone):** 10:41 AM: Thanks Jason!

**Tonya Bloodworth (to Everyone):** 10:41 AM: Great! Thanks

**Sam Sabaka (to Everyone):** 10:41 AM: Thanks!

**Tina McGhee (to Everyone):** 10:42 AM: Thanks everyone for sharing your great ideas.

**Justin Hill (to Everyone):** 10:42 AM: Great job Jason and team!

**Sharlene Patterson (Private):** 10:42 AM: Good job!